
Scott, 

We want to thank you for our new kitchen and offer ourselves as a reference for future 
customers. 
  
You spent a great deal of time with us up front developing a new layout for our kitchen.  This 
took patience and creativity in a old kitchen filled with odd angles and lots of doorways and 
windows to work around. Our new kitchen looks fantastic, but more importantly it functions 
extremely well.  It's a pleasure to cook in and has more storage than we know what to do with. 
  
It was also important to preserve the character of our older home.  We learned of Amadeus from 
friends who've had extensive work done on their historic home.  You understood our design 
objectives and were very helpful in selecting materials and making decisions to achieve our end 
goal, a kitchen that feels both brand new and still as if it were always in our house. 

All of the workers that were in our home were professional, clean, efficient, and just plain nice.  
We really appreciate the respect for us and our home.  A kitchen remodel is always a major 
disruption, and with Suzanne both working from home and pregnant at the time, this was a 
serious concern.  You worked hard to make it as painless as possible. 
  
Finally, the attention to detail and craftsmanship across all aspects of the project were 
impressive.  From cabinets, to crown molding, to flooring, tile, plumbing, drywall, electrical, 
etc.. the quality of workmanship was excellent across the board. 

This was our first major remodeling project.  The complexity of the project paired with our high 
expectations could have turned into a nightmare with the wrong contractor.  Amadeus is a 
trustworthy group of people that act with integrity, this was the single most important aspect in 
selecting a contractor for this project.  We are happy to recommend them! 

David Cooper 


